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ABSTRACT

Turbine vane heat transfer distributions obtained using an infrared camera technique are described. Infrared thermography was used because non-contact surface temperature measurements were desired. Surface temperatures were 80°C or less. Tests were conducted in a three vane linear cascade, with inlet pressures between 0.14 and 1.02 atm., and exit Mach numbers of 0.3, 0.7, and 0.9, for turbulence intensities of approximately 1 and 10%. Measurements were taken on the vane suction side, and on the pressure side leading edge region. The designs for both the vane and test facility are discussed. The approach used to account for conduction within the vane is described. Midspan heat transfer distributions are given for the range of test conditions.

Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Area of heat surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_f_2</td>
<td>Friction factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_x</td>
<td>Axial chord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Leading edge diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Local-to-average heat flux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>Fraction of radiant energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fr</td>
<td>Frossling number, Nu_D/√Re_D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr</td>
<td>Grashof number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>Roughness height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Thermal conductivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nu</td>
<td>Nusselt number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pr</td>
<td>Prandtl number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>Heat flux per unit area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re</td>
<td>Reynolds number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St</td>
<td>Stanton number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>Surface distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tu</td>
<td>Turbulence intensity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>Spatial coordinate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>δ_2</td>
<td>Momentum thickness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε</td>
<td>Emissivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>τ</td>
<td>Transmissivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ν</td>
<td>Kinematic viscosity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>Reflectivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ</td>
<td>Stefan-Boltzmann constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>Absolute difference from mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COND</td>
<td>Conduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELEC</td>
<td>Electrical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQ</td>
<td>Sand grain equivalent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>Gas inlet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR</td>
<td>Infrared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Measured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NET</td>
<td>Net to gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAD</td>
<td>Radiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>RMS value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>Recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR</td>
<td>Test section surroundings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Vane surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>Window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Inlet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Exit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subscripts

- Ambient
- Cond
- Elec
- Eq
- In
- IR
- M
- Net
- Rad
- RMS
- R
- SR
- V
- W
- 1
- 2

Superscripts

- Normalized
- Total
- Average
**INTRODUCTION**

It is important to understand the effects of surface roughness on turbine blade heat transfer. Surface roughness is expected to increase blade surface heat transfer. Whether blade temperature increases, depends on the nature of the surface roughness. If the surface roughness results from low thermal conductivity material deposited onto the blade surface, the heat load, and therefore blade temperature, may decrease due to the thermal resistance of the deposition layer.

If surface roughness results from material erosion, understanding blade heat transfer becomes more critical, since blade strength decreases, and average blade temperature increases due to higher gas side heat transfer.

Experimental heat transfer for rough surface turbine blades have been reported by several investigators. Dunn et al. (1994), and Blair (1994) used different techniques to measure rotor heat transfer in rotating facilities. Tarada (1987), Tarada and Suzuki (1993), and Abuaf et al. (1997) reported measurements of vane heat transfer for rough surfaces. While these tests indicated higher heat transfer for rough surfaces, the heat transfer ratio between rough and smooth surfaces varied considerably. This may have been due to differences in Reynolds number as well as roughness characteristics.

To help clarify the consequences of surface roughness, a program to measure the heat transfer on a rough surface turbine vane was undertaken. It was felt that true surface temperatures, as opposed to temperatures between the roughness and the freestream, should be measured. Also, it was felt important to generate the heat flux at the vane surface, so as not to introduce an insulating layer between the heater and the vane surface. Temperature differences across an insulating layer of unknown thickness would adversely affect the measurements, especially at higher Reynolds numbers.

These requirements led to a test configuration in which the rough surface was used to generate the heat flux, and temperatures were measured using an infrared camera. An infrared measurement technique was used because this technique does not rely on contact with the test surface, and does not disturb the surface profile. The infrared camera system generates a temperature map of the portion of the vane surface seen by the camera. Heat transfer measurements using an infrared camera have been reported by several investigators. Sargent et al. (1998), Baldauf et al. (1999), Johnston et al. (1999), as well as Sweeney and Rhodes (1999) used infrared cameras to measure different aspects of film cooling heat transfer.

**Table 1. Test vane characteristics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Axial chord, $C_x$</td>
<td>4.445cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True chord, $C/C_x$</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch-to-axial chord ratio</td>
<td>1.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Span-to-axial chord ratio</td>
<td>4.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heated span-to-axial chord ratio</td>
<td>2.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow turning</td>
<td>80°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The test facility allowed accurate flow measurements over a range of Reynolds numbers that varied by more than a factor of twenty. A single vane was tested. Consequently, while the physical vane roughness remained constant, the surface went from being nearly hydraulically smooth to fully rough as the Reynolds number was varied. While the lower Reynolds numbers tests are lower than those for a typical high pressure turbine application, they are approached in low power engine applications.

The purposes of the work reported herein are to show the effects of surface roughness on heat transfer, and to quantify when surface roughness is important. A companion paper, Boyle et al. (2000) describes an analysis useful for predicting rough surface turbine heat transfer.

**DESCRIPTION of EXPERIMENT**

The measurements were taken in the three vane linear cascade illustrated in figure 1. The center vane was the test vane. Air entered the test section at pressures between 0.14 and slightly greater than 1 atmospheres. The air was at ambient temperature. Valves between the test section and a low pressure altitude exhaust section were adjusted to maintain the desired vane exit isentropic Mach number. Periodicity was achieved by adjusting the tailboards. Further details of the test configuration are given by Boyle et al. (1998). This reference documented the inlet turbulence intensity and length scale for the range of Reynolds and Mach numbers used in the present work. Test were done with and without the turbulence grid in place.

The vane was heated, and when steady state was achieved, vane surface temperatures were measured using an infrared camera system. The Inframetrics 600 camera was operated in the open mode, (3to12μm), and used a liquid nitrogen cooled detector. The output from the camera and its associated computer was the temperature at each pixel in an array. The pixel array size was 364 by 208. The digital temperature output of the camera system was verified using a black body of known temperatures.
Both the inside and outside of the test section were painted with a flat black paint to reduce reflected thermal energy. This was done to minimize stray thermal energy onto the detector. The vane was viewed through each of the three window locations shown in figure 1. A ZnSe window, mounted flush with the inside surface, was used. The ZnSe window had a diamondlike coating to increase its surface hardness, and thus reduce the effects of abrasion from high speed flows. The coating was applied using the method described by Banks and Rutledge (1982).

Data were obtained for a range of Reynolds and Mach numbers, and two inlet turbulence intensities. For each test there were three views of the vane. The forward portion of the pressure surface was viewed through the suction side window. The forward portion of the suction surface was viewed through the suction side window, and the rear portion of the suction surface was viewed through the rear window. A front faced, highly reflecting, mirror was used when viewing through the rear window. A region of the suction surface forward of the throat was not visible to the infrared camera. However, enough of the vane surface was visible that the effects of surface roughness could be quantified.

Figure 2 illustrates the test vane construction, and table 1 gives the vane geometric parameters. The intent of the test was to make midspan measurements, away from the endwalls. Consequently, a high aspect ratio of 4.86 was specified, which gives a span-to-chord ratio of 2.16. An aluminum vane was used, and much of the middle portion was removed. A spar was left in this region to provide rigidity to resist the pressure loads at high Mach and Reynolds numbers. Only the suction surface of the vane and the pressure surface near the leading edge were available for heat transfer measurements. A copper bus bar, shaped to the vane profile, was attached to each end of the opening. The bus bars were insulated from the aluminum vane, and had copper rods extending through the entire test section to provide electrical power. A high strength, but low thermal conductivity foam material, Rohacell 300, was inserted between the copper bus bars. It was also shaped to the vane profile. Roughness was achieved by...
not smoothing the foam surface. The foam was securely bonded to the copper bus bars. After appropriate masking, an electrically conducting silver paint was sprayed onto the vane surface. This created an electric circuit between the bus bars. As shown in figure 2 the forward portion of the pressure surface, all of the suction surface, and a small part of the pressure surface trailing edge region were painted. At room temperature the resistance of the heater was 0.07 ohms.

In addition to instrumentation to measure the heater voltage and current, nine Type E thermocouples were attached to the test section. Three thermocouples were attached to the aluminum spar near midspan. They were located between the foam and aluminum. Six thermocouples were placed on the vane surface at different locations close to the upper bus bar. They were insulated from the heater surface, and were attached with an epoxy covering. Five thermocouple locations are shown in figure 2. The sixth thermocouple is on the vane pressure side. The surface thermocouples could not be used for an in situ calibration of the infrared camera. Because the surface thermocouples were secured using an epoxy covering they did not read the surface temperature. The difference between the thermocouple and infrared temperatures varied with the flow condition. The thermocouple locations were known, and because the infrared temperature differed from the thermocouple’s surrounding temperature, they were used to locate the pixel coordinates onto the vane surface. The thermocouple locations were especially visible during transient cool down.

Roughness Characteristics. Data from six profilometer traces were used to determine the roughness characteristics of the heated surface. Each trace was approximately 1 cm in length. A summary of the analysis of these traces is presented in table II. The rms roughness averaged slightly over 100 micrometers, while the average absolute roughness height was 92 micrometers. The one sigma variation in these parameters among the six traces was approximately 16%. The skewness showed considerable variation among the traces, but was always negative. Negative skewness means that the area above the meanline exceeds the area below the meanline. The average kurtosis was negative, with only one trace evidencing a positive value. According to Dagnall(1986) a negative kurtosis indicates a bumpy, rather than spiky surface profile.

The roughness height of 111 micrometers corresponds to $h_{\text{rms}}/C_x$ of 0.0025, or $h_{\text{rms}}/C$ of 0.001. Kind et al.(1998) reported aerodynamic effects for rotors having bands of roughness in the height-to-chord range of 0.0021 to 0.0063. Aerodynamic tests for uniformly covered sand grain roughness in the range of $h_{\text{EQ}}/C$ between 0.001 and 0.01 have been reported by Bammert and Stansted(1972,1976) and by Boynton et al.(1992).

The degree to which surface roughness affects the flow and heat transfer is determined by its value in wall normalized coordinates. The maximum normalized roughness height, $h^*_\text{EQ}$, was estimated using the procedure proposed by Boyle and Giel(1995) to estimate the maximum near wall grid spacing prior to a CFD calculation.
ANALYSIS of DATA

The measured temperatures were corrected to give the true surface temperature. This correction accounts for the emissivity of the vane surface, the emissivity and temperature of the surroundings, and the ambient temperature. The IR camera system measured the true temperature of a black body when the emissivity was one. The measured temperature, $T_M$, is determined from a heat balance on the infrared camera receiver. The energy incident on the detector is less than the emitted energy. The camera system cuts off energy at wavelengths above 12 microns. Camera temperatures were determined by energy in the 3 to 12 micron band. Because of the small measured temperature differences, and the wide wavelength band, the variation in the fraction of energy incident on the detector was neglected. The energy on the detector is given by:

$$q_{IR} = f(3, 12) \sigma T_M^4$$

where $f(3, 12)$ is the fraction of available radiant energy in the 3 to 12 micron band, and is a function of temperature. In reality the heat flux is given by:

$$q_m = \sigma(1 - \tau_W) \kappa A (f(3, 12) N_T^4 + \rho v \kappa S R_f(3, 12) S_T^4) + (1 - \tau_W) \kappa A f(3, 12) A T_A^4$$

The fraction of available energy, $f(3, 12)$, was assumed constant. Calculations showed that, because of the small temperature differences, no significant error was introduced by assuming $f(3, 12)$ constant. Equating the two expressions for the heat flux gives the vane temperature as:

$$T_V = \frac{T_M^4 (1 - \tau_W) \kappa A T_A^4 - \tau_W \rho v \kappa S R_f(3, 12) S_T^4}{\tau_W \kappa V}$$

At each point on the vane the Nusselt number is calculated from:

$$N_u = \frac{q_{NET} C_x}{(T_V - T_r) K}$$

The local adiabatic recovery temperature, $T_r$, was determined from the inlet total temperature, $T_{IN}$, and the surface pressure distribution. The surface pressures were determined from a two-dimensional Navier-Stokes analysis.(Chima, 1996).

The vane local net heat flux was calculated from:

$$q_{NET} = q_{ELEC} - q_{COND} - q_{RAD}$$
Null tests. If the resistivity of the heater were uniform, $q_{\text{ELEC}}$ would be given by: $q_{\text{ELEC}} = I/I/A = \bar{q}$. However, measurements indicated that the heat flux was not uniform, so that the ratio of local-to-average heat flux, $F$, had to be determined. Tests were done where the heat transfer was known to be nearly uniform over the vane surface. For these tests heat transfer was by free, not forced convection. For turbulent free convection the heat transfer is independent of the streamwise location. For turbulent flow over a vertical flat plate Burmeister (1983) gives a correlation for the local Nusselt number as:

$$Nu_x = 0.1 (Gr_x Pr)^{1/3}$$

Here, $x$ is the spanwise distance. Since $Gr_x = g x^3 (T_V - T_{IN})/(\nu^2 T_K)$, $Nu$ is independent of $x$, but depends on $T_V - T_{IN}$ to the one-third power. For this test condition:

$$\frac{q_{\text{ELEC}}}{\bar{q}} = F = \left( \frac{T_V - T_{IN}}{T_V - T_{SR}} \right)^{4/3} + \frac{q_{\text{COND}}/q_{\text{NET}} + q_{\text{RAD}}/q_{\text{NET}}}{1 + q_{\text{COND}}/q_{\text{NET}} + q_{\text{RAD}}/q_{\text{NET}}}$$

At each point on the vane surface $q_{\text{COND}}$ is evaluated from the temperature distribution around the vane. $q_{\text{COND}}$ is evaluated using the average surface temperature and measured metal temperatures. $q_{\text{RAD}}/q_{\text{NET}}$ is approximated by:

$$\frac{q_{\text{RAD}}}{q_{\text{NET}}} = \frac{q_{\text{RAD}}}{q_{\text{NET}}} \left( \frac{T_V - T_{SR}}{T_V - T_{SR}} \right)$$

At each point on the circumference of the vane $q_{\text{COND}}$ was assumed equal to $q_{\text{COND}}$. $q_{\text{COND}}$ was evaluated using a two-dimensional conduction analysis. The analysis used the average surface temperature and measured metal spar temperature.

Flow tests. For flow over the vane the local Nusselt number is given by:

$$Nu = (F/1 - q_{\text{COND}} - q_{\text{RAD}})C_x$$

The term $q_{\text{COND}}$ was evaluated for each test using the same two-dimensional conduction analysis as for the null test. In the flow test the heat transfer distribution was not uniform, but varied with circumferential location. The local value of $F$ was found from the null test.

Since the flow in the cascade is two dimensional, the spanwise average Nusselt number is of interest. This value was obtained by integrating in the spanwise direction. At each distance around the vane, the heat transfer coefficient was averaged over a fraction of the spanwise distance. When the fraction was very small the result was the midspan values. However, these values, in addition to being noisy, were very sensitive to the spanwise alignment of the infrared camera images. Averaging over a 40% of the heated span gave less alignment sensitivity and less point-to-point variations in the heat transfer.

The uncertainty in the Nusselt number was estimated to be about 15% over most of the vane surface. The uncertainty in the infrared camera measurements was better than 2°C, and the camera resolved differences of less than 0.2°C. The infrared camera uncertainty was minimized by verifying the camera system output for a calibrated black body, and by comparing the pre-test surface temperatures with the inlet thermocouple readings. The maximum uncertainty occurred at the minimum spanwise alignment. The maximum surface temperature of 80°C was set based on the temperature capability of the foam material. This temperature occurs at the minimum Nusselt numbers. The large variation in Nusselt numbers meant that at high Nusselt numbers the surface-to-gas temperature difference was much less than 60°C. The estimate was made by assigning uncertainties to all of the variables used in the data reduction, and doing the analysis repetitively.

The local heat flux was determined by properties in addition to the heater voltage and current. The uncertainty analysis treated the determination of $F$ as a part of the analysis, and not as an independent quantity. This has the beneficial effect of reducing heat transfer uncertainty due to some independent variables, such as thermal conductivity. The one region where there is a higher uncertainty in heat transfer is the very rear portion of the suction surface. At the design of the test vane the assumption was made that the heat transfer rate at the very rear of the suction and pressure surfaces would be the same. This was done on the basis of CFD analyses. However, the experiment was unable to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table III. Summary of test conditions.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ideal Axial chord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0555</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
verify this assumption under flow conditions. A temperature difference across the vane near the trailing edge would affect low Nusselt number measurements more than those at higher Nusselt numbers.

There was also a positional uncertainty due to the alignment of the camera. This uncertainty was estimated to be less than 0.05°C.

**EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

Table III shows the range of test conditions for which data were obtained. Data were obtained at three isentropic exit Mach numbers for a range of inlet total pressures. The Reynolds numbers in this table are based on axial chord, and varied by nearly a factor of 15 over the range of test conditions. At each test point, data were obtained for two inlet turbulence intensities. Boyle et al. (1998) reported that the turbulence intensity measured 1.14 axial chords upstream of the leading edge was between 13 and 15% over the range of test conditions. Air was blown through the grid to achieve a pitchwise uniformity in turbulence intensity.

The results obtained for the entire heated span at a single test condition will be discussed first. This is followed by a discussion of the midspan results for all of the test cases.

**Full span results.** Figures 4 through 7 illustrate full span results for a typical test case. The case is for $Re_2 = 0.394 \times 10^6$, $M_2 = 0.7$, with the turbulence grid. The temperatures recorded by the infrared camera are given, followed by the calculated vane surface temperatures. Next, the surface Nusselt numbers are shown. The Nusselt number distribution is shown when the heat generation is assumed uniform, and this is followed by the Nusselt number distribution calculated using the the local heat generation determined from the null test. Figure 4 shows the infrared camera temperature distribution for the vane for a typical test case. The views as seen through each of the three windows are shown. The heated portion of the pressure surface is followed by the forward portion of the suction surface, and ends with the rear part of the suction surface. Moving from left to right in the pressure side view shows the forward part of the pressure surface, the leading edge region, and a small portion of the suction surface.

**Fig. 4 Temperatures recorded by infrared camera, °C.**

The infrared camera temperatures recorded for the vane for a typical test case. The views as seen through each of the three windows are shown. The heated portion of the pressure surface is followed by the forward portion of the suction surface, and ends with the rear part of the suction surface. Moving from left to right in the pressure side view shows the forward part of the pressure surface, the leading edge region, and a small portion of the suction surface.
Similarly, the forward view of the suction side shows a small portion of the pressure side, the leading edge and the front portion of the suction side. The rear suction side view begins near the throat region, and continues to the trailing edge. The first two parts overlap in the leading edge region. In the lower region of the two front views there are apparent discontinuities in the surface temperatures. These are the result of sensor probes in the line of sight between the vane and the camera, and were left in the camera’s view to help align the images. The spanwise temperature variation is due to heat generation non uniformity and variations in surface roughness. In each view, near the blade top, there are small islands of large temperature gradients. These islands, labeled 35, 60, 40, and 45°C, correspond to thermocouple locations. A high degree of spatial resolution is visible in these figures. The suction surface rear view shows cold temperatures in the middle of the surface distance. Since this is where the insulating foam is thinnest, it is reasonable to suspect that this is a region of high conductive heat loss. While the conductive heat loss to the cold aluminum spar can be significant in this region, this is also a region of lower than average heat generation. If conduction were the cause of the cold temperatures, its relative importance decreases as the Reynolds number and external heat transfer increase. The temperatures would become more uniform at high convective heat transfer rates. However, this was not the case, and using measured values for the foam thermal conductivity showed that the generated heat flux in this region was lower than average.

Figure 5 shows the calculated temperatures using the measured infrared camera temperatures, the surrounding temperature, the ambient temperature, the vane emissivity, and the window transmissivity. At the two higher Mach numbers the surrounding temperature varied from view to view. It was calculated as the adiabatic temperature seen on the adjacent vane. Even though the silver paint has a low emissivity on a smooth surface, measurements of the rough vane surface gave an emissivity of approximately 0.75. The measured emissivity was influenced by several factors. Considerable
variations in emissivity were observed, and the effect of a variation in emissivity is discussed. The transmission of the ZnSe window was found to be approximately 0.7, when viewing at a near normal angle. This transmissivity was consistent with the calculated value using the index of refraction for the material. When the vane was viewed through the rear window the transmissivity was reduced to 0.65 to account for both the mirror reflectivity and the highly oblique angle to the window. There is a temperature discontinuity when the camera views a surface other than the heated one. This could be either an adjacent vane or the unheated portion of the test vane. However, this temperature difference is spread out over several pixels when the camera views the vane through the ZnSe infrared window at a non-normal angle. The thickness of the window displaces the image in the streamwise direction for images passing through at oblique angles.

Figure 6 shows the Nusselt number distribution based on a uniform heat flux. This Nusselt number distribution includes the corrections for radiation from the heated vane and conduction to the aluminum spar. The correction for radiation was small. At this Reynolds number the correction for conduction to the spar was also small. High temperature regions in figure 5 correspond to low Nusselt number regions in figure 6.

Figure 7 shows the Nusselt distribution after correcting for the non uniformity in the electrical heat flux. Since there were variations in surface roughness on the vane surface, there would not be spanwise uniformity in the Nusselt number distribution for a uniform heat flux. Some of the spanwise non uniformity seen in this figure vane could be the result of non uniformity in the surface roughness. The pressure side view shows a low Nusselt number region on the pressure side of the leading edge. The heat transfer rises to the leading edge and beyond. The front suction view shows high heat transfer on the pressure side, a decrease in heat transfer, followed by an increase on the suction side of the vane. The suction rear view shows a fairly uniform level over much of the region away from the end bus bars. Midway along the surface of this view, and near midspan there is a high heat transfer region. Either high surface roughness or,
overestimating heat generation in this region could account for this apparent high heat transfer. An error in calculating the local value of \( F \) causes a bias in the heat generation throughout the entire range of test conditions.

Midspan results. The data for each case were averaged over different fractions of the heated span. No significant variation in the spanwise averaged Nusselt number distribution was observed for averaging regions of 20 and 40\% of the heated span.

\( M_2 = 0.3 \) results. Figure 8 shows the midspan heat transfer distribution for the different Reynolds numbers at the three vane exit Mach numbers, and for the two inlet turbulence intensities. Each part of the figure shows data for a single Mach number. Successive parts show data at low and high turbulence levels. High turbulence being the result of the upstream grid. For clarity, the pressure side window data have been offset on the plot by \( s/C_r = -1 \). In reality there is an overlap in the leading edge region. The two suction surface views have a gap between them, because the camera could not view a region upstream of the throat. The no grid data at \( M_2 = 0.3 \) shown in figure 8a clearly shows suction surface transition moving forward as the Reynolds number increases. Data for the forward portion of the suction side show a heat transfer peak on the pressure side of the leading edge. \( Nu \) increases approaching the leading edge, \( s/C_r = 0 \), from the pressure side, then decreases. This is followed by a rapid increase, and is most evident at higher Reynolds numbers.

The pressure side data do not show the peak leading edge heat transfer at \( s/C_r = -1 \) in the plot. The peak is over onto the suction surface. The surface on the far side of the leading edge is nearly tangential to the camera view. The discrepancy between the two views could be due to unaccounted variation in surface emissivity with viewing angle to the surface. In the overlap region the pressure side view heat transfer is somewhat higher.

Figure 8b gives the Nusselt numbers for the same exit Mach number as in part (a), but with the grid installed. The presence of the grid increases the Nusselt number, even for the rear portion of the suction surface. For these tests, and those at higher Mach numbers, air was blown through the grid. Test were done, viewing the rear portion of the suction surface, with no grid air. The turbulence intensity varied significantly in the pitchwise direction for the unblown grid, (Boyle et al. (1998)). However, no significant Nusselt number differences were seen for the unblown grid test.
Fig. 8 Midspan Nusselt numbers.
High $M_2$ results. At an exit Mach number of one, the flow chokes, so that the flow rate at constant Reynolds number does not significantly increase as the Mach number increases from 0.7 to 0.9. As expected, the data obtained by viewing through the two forward windows at $M_2 = 0.7$ and at $M_2 = 0.9$ are similar to those for $M_2 = 0.3$. Even at the higher exit Mach numbers, the upstream Mach numbers are less than 0.3. For the two higher exit Mach number there is not as consistent an increase in suction side rear heat transfer with increased turbulence. What was observed, but is not evident in the figures, is an indication of a lower than expected recovery factor for a rough surface. It was observed that measurements with lower wall-to-gas temperature differences gave higher heat transfer rates. The recovery temperatures were calculated using a recovery factor of 0.89. A lower recovery factor, approximately 0.8, resulted in Nusselt numbers for the rear portion of the suction surface independent of the wall-to-gas temperature difference. This is consistent with the observation of Hodge et al. (1986) that a rough surface has a lower recovery factor than a smooth one.

Fixed point comparisons. Next, specific vane regions are examined to identify the effects of roughness on the vane heat transfer. Figure 9 shows the Frossling number, $Fr$, at the vane stagnation point. If roughness had no effect, the low turbulence intensity Frossling number is expected to be in the range 0.85-1.0. Van Fossen et al. (1995). The data in figure 9a, for low turbulence intensity, show increased Frossling number with increased Reynolds number. The low Frossling numbers, seen for the front suction side data at low Reynolds numbers, may be due to uncertainty in the position of the stagnation point in the camera view. If the leading edge line in the data reduction was not the true leading edge line, then the Frossling number would be less than the stagnation point value.

Figure 9b shows stagnation point heat transfer for the turbulence grid data. The grid resulted in a high turbulence level, measured as more than 13% approximately one axial chord upstream of the leading edge. The trend of an increased Frossling number with increase Reynolds number is similar to the no grid results. However, the slope, especially in the lower Reynolds number region, is greater. This figure also shows predictions using a correlation developed by Van Fossen et al. (1995) for a smooth leading edge. The correlation accounts for turbulence intensity and length scale effects on leading edge heat transfer. Primarily, because of the large turbulent length scale to leading edge diameter ratio, the correlation gives a relatively small increase in Frossling number. Over much of the Reynolds number
The constant, \( C \), which is a function of the roughness geometry is taken as 1. While the appropriate value for this vane geometry is not known, the data of Pimenta et al. (1975) for closely packed spheres corresponded to a value of \( C = 1.0 \). The Reynolds number is taken as \( Re = Re_s/C_x \). \( C_f/2 \) is determined from the rough surface correlation for a range of \( h_{eq}/C_x \) values. The turbulent Prandtl number, \( Pr_t \), was assumed to be 0.9.

The lowest Reynolds number (no grid) case has a Stanton number below the turbulent correlation. This value is consistent with a Stanton number for laminar flow. The data for the next highest Reynolds number is close to the smooth correlation for turbulent flow. At this Reynolds number, and lower, the flow appears to be hydraulically smooth, as it also does for the grid cases. The no grid cases show a rapid increase in Stanton number, followed by a decrease in Stanton number, eventually approaching the \( h_{eq}/C_x = 0.005 \) curve at high Reynolds numbers. Stanton numbers just after transition are typically higher than the turbulent value. As was mentioned earlier, the expected value for \( h_{eq}/C_x \) was 0.005. With the turbulence grid in place, the trend shows higher Stanton numbers at lower Reynolds numbers, and a more negative slope of Stanton number versus Reynolds number. The grid Stanton numbers approach the no grid values at high Reynolds numbers.

Emissivity variations. As mentioned earlier, measurements of the surface emissivity gave a considerable amount of uncertainty. Among the factors which contributed to the emissivity uncertainty were the angle to the camera; the position on the vane; and uncertainty in the reference black paint emissivity. Figure 11 shows
the midspan Nusselt number distribution for three values of the surface emissivity. The three values are the estimated value of 0.75±0.05. Increasing the vane emissivity causes the vane temperature to decrease. This in turn causes the vane-to-gas temperature difference to decrease. While the Nusselt number does increase, as expected, the increase is not large. The number of symbols in each line are the number of pixels in the streamwise direction. The number of pixels per unit length were approximately the same in the spanwise and streamwise directions.

CONCLUSIONS

The experimental results showed that an infrared camera technique is a useful tool for measuring turbine heat transfer over the entire blade surface. Knowledge of surface emissivity and window transmission are important to achieving accurate results. Verifying the camera system output with a calibrated black body source, and verifying the agreement between the gas temperature measurement and surface temperatures measured with the infrared camera, results in accurate heat transfer even when the temperature differences are small. The portion of the blade surface for which the heat transfer is measured is controlled by optical access. The portion of the surface viewed through each window is determined by the adjacent blades. The fraction of the surface viewed is determined by the solidity as well as blade shape. Even though in this application the measurements were averaged to obtain the midspan heat transfer, spanwise as well as streamwise variations in surface temperatures were readily measured. This technique is applicable to measuring surface heat transfer resulting from three-dimensional flows.

Leading edge Frossling numbers increased with increasing Reynolds number. The increase was significantly greater than was expected from freestream turbulence effects. The trend in the low turbulence intensity data showed Frossling numbers approaching 1.3 at high Reynolds numbers. This is 30-40% greater than is expected for leading edge heat transfer of a smooth vane. When the inlet turbulence intensity was increased, the trend in leading edge Frossling number showed a higher initial slope. At high Reynolds numbers the Frossling number approached 1.7. The increased Frossling number at high turbulence was again greater than expected for a smooth surface, and approached 50% at high Reynolds numbers. The heat transfer augmentation due to roughness increased with Reynolds number throughout the range of test conditions.

The heat transfer on the rear portion of the suction surface was greater than would be expected for a smooth vane by nearly a factor of two at high Reynolds numbers. For the low turbulence test cases, the ratio was less as the Reynolds number decreased. However, with a high turbulence intensity, the ratio remained close to two for Reynolds numbers of 101,000 and greater. Only for Reynolds numbers of 61,000 or less was the heat transfer consistent with that for a smooth surface. The estimated equivalent roughness height, $h_E^+$, was approximately 23 at a Reynolds number of 61,000. This value of 23 corresponds to a transitionally rough equivalent height.
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